story that is every bit as dramatic and compelling as the first.
The first chapter was a story of how the indigenous people of the continent sacrificed and struggled to regain control of their countries. This second chapter is about how we make our countries work. By that I mean, the challenge in the present is how do the leaders and people of the continent develop systems of governance that enable the people to be fully enfranchised and have the range of opportunities that enable them to fulfill their God-given potential.
In July of last year, African leaders gathered You must remember as reflected in the 38 controversy of your last Presidential election that democracy is sometimes "messy". This is not to say that the election in Zimbabwe reflects any of the above, it is simply to say that you must engage the leadership of these nascent democracies reflecting your experiences, and not your arrogance. If you do you will be able to share some valuable insights and encourage the needed perseverance if the grandest designs and loftiest hopes of the leaders and people of Africa are to be realized.
